Minutes of the AGRI meeting held on 21 October 2017
at the Quality Hotel, Allesley, Coventry, CV5 9BA
Present: Harriet Wilson (Chair [WM]); James Hutchinson (Vice Chair, NFU representative [SW]); Gerald
Norman (E); Kate Wainwright (EM); Ben Robinson (SE); Adam Churchman (SE); Sian Pritchard (KUHN);
Richard Bower (NFU Next Generation); Dafydd Jones (Wales YFC); Caroline Nixey (observer); Charles Day
(observer);Chris Sheldon (EM); Charlie Knapton (observer); Rebecca Heal (TRIG); Rachel Black (Youth
Forum Vice Chair); Thomas Oatey (Youth Forum Chair); Charlotte Middlebrook (N); Caryl Hughes (Wales
YFC); Tom Sellers (BoM); Claire Bellew (SW)
Part meeting: James Eckley (NFYFC CEO); Ed Ford (NFYFC Chair [E]); Lynsey Martin (Vice Chair [SE]);
Heather Black (NFYFC BoM Chair); David Clarke (NFYFC BoM)
In attendance: Sarah Palmer (Agricultural and Rural Issues Officer)

Actions
Saturday, 21 October 2017
1.Welcome and introductions - HW welcomed all present and introductions followed.
2. Apologies for absence - David Goodwin (WM); Kate Bennett (KUHN); James Evans (co-option, CEJA
Representative [Wales YFC]); Tom Wells (CEJA and CLA Rep [EM]); Russell Carrington (Fresh Start
Representative, Herefordshire);
3. To confirm minutes of the previous meeting - HW signed the minutes of the previous meeting as a true
and accurate record.
4. Correspondence and any additional items for the agenda - Correspondence received included:
-Request from E&M for volunteers to steward at 2018 NFYFC Annual Convention
-Fresh Start Land Enterprise Centre- Land Matching: The Big Conversation, 8 November, Chatsworth,
Derbyshire
-No additional items for the agenda
5.Future Agriculture Bill and YFC regional discussion events
SP gave an overview from the last Defra Roundtable Farming and Productivity meeting to set the context
for the ‘YFC talks to Defra’ regional discussion events. (Points were mirrored in the NFU Farming
Roundtable minutes and LM will attend the next meeting on 31 October.) The following aims, objectives
and points to consider were agreed:
Aim


A YFC opportunity to feed in views from a next generation perspective for new agriculture and
environment policies for the UK. (YFC-friendly brief on AGRI position paper available for further
background information)
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All to note

All to be advised
and to help
promote



To put forward positive solutions/ideas for Defra’s consideration



Preparation for a future agricultural policy consultation early 2019

Intended outcomes
-

Future confidence and sustainability for industry and consumers
Positive discussion
Ideas from a regional perspective
Opportunity for YFC members to bring forward ideas and solutions
Opportunity to listen to Defra and for two-way learning and listening

AGRI-defined discussion subjects for workshop groups
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Financial tools, support and investment
Labour, skills and training
Competitiveness, productivity and branding
Marketing and consumer education/knowledge
Regulation, environment and market place
Regional specific points for consideration
Options for YFC members’ topics

Regional Leads’ Checklist
1
-

2
3
-

Chair the meeting
Introduction and scene-setting: Welcome for YFC members and Defra guests and outline purpose
of the regional discussion group - YFC opportunity to feed in views from a next generation
perspective for new agriculture and environment policies for the UK
Workshops
highlight options for topics (Defra and YFC)
Appoint workshop group leads
Appoint a scribe for each group
Summary
YFC
Defra

To do list:
-

Signing in - collect filled in forms and send back to sarah.palmer@nfyfc.org.uk (names and
email addresses)

-

Catering
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-

Evaluation forms - collect filled in forms and send back to sarah.palmer@nfyfc.org.uk

-

Invoices - collate and use reference and region: Defra/YFC Regional Discussion Events
Claim forms - use reference and region: Defra/YFC Regional Discussion Events

-

Ensure adequate number of flipcharts or paper for scribes to capture discussion points feedback discussion points to sarah.palmer@nfyfc.org.uk

-

Marketing: NFYFC and KUHN TV are additional avenues for communication and approved
text and event logos circulated

6. Future Wildlife, Future Farming and Meat for the Market training
SP provided a final draft programme for the Future Wildlife, Future Farming event to be held on 4
November at the Game & Wildlife Conservation Trust’s Allerton Project, Leicestershire which comprised:
A joint event developed between NFYFC, A Focus on Nature and the Game & Wildlife Conservation Trust
(GWCT) to give as many young people as possible the chance to debate and voice their opinions.
Examining how integrated farming, wildlife, woodland, and game conservation can work. An overview of
the work of the GWCT and a discussion regarding different land management practices and the
environment during a farm visit.

All to help
promote
or attend

A range of experts including Quentin Clark, LEAF's director of business collaboration, National Pig
Association (NPA) senior policy advisor Ed Barker, GWCT's Head of Training and Development for the
Allerton Project Jim Egan and young farmers David Goodwin and Emily Norton. An afternoon workshop
and discussion chaired by rural chartered surveyor and commentator Rob Yorke.
• 10.00 am - 10.30 am - Arrive, registration, tea &coffee
• 10.30 - 11.00 am - Introduction from Rob Yorke, Sarah Palmer (NFYFC) and Ben Eagle (A Focus on Nature)
A presentation from GWCT - The Allerton Project - ‘An integrated approach to farming and the
environment’
• 11.10 am - 12.50 pm - Farm walk
• 1.00 pm - 1.30 pm - Lunch
• 1.30 pm - 3.30 pm – Panelists’ thoughts on land management and the environment followed by an
interactive panel and audience discussion chaired by Rob Yorke
• 3.30 pm - 4.00 pm - Tea/coffee, depart
AGRI members were asked to help promote the event to YFC members and support AGRI panelist DG.
SP reported that the new online system for AHDB Meat for the Market training requests is now being used
sufficiently.
7. Defra Grant
SP outlined progress on 2017-18 projects including Start Young and Value Added Guide with RBST – initial
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plans received.
AGRI agreed that the group would work together on a succession video and host filming at Wales YFC. As
with the Defra-funded Smart Farming Guide, projects are aimed to reach a wide and diverse YFC audience.
The seminar on collaboration and co-operation was still open for negotiation and would be discussed
under the CEJA agenda item.
Early indications from Defra for future topics include:
 Preparing for the Agriculture Bill – preparing for the consultation (early 2019) and taking part in
the consultation
 Entry/Exit (to/from the industry)
 Structural change
 Intergenerational transfer
 Adjusting to change
 Up-skilling
 EU exit awareness and resilience
SP reported a positive response to a query regarding leadership/change management training

SP to continue

Future suggestions for the 2018-19 included:
 Food and farming/careers awareness project work with FACE
 Business mentoring training
 Additional material accessible from Smart Farming Guide portal/online training
 Succession
8. Feedback from industry representatives
TRIG -RH highlighted the recent work regarding the Tenancy Industry Reform Group (TRIG) and YFC input,
in particular to the TRIG Sub Group - Meeting Structural Change – Facilitating New Entrants and Exits. A
conference call was held to ensure that adequate feedback was given for RH to take to the meeting and
results reflected in the AGRI future policy position paper.
CEJA - RB reported on the CEJA reps’ proposal and feasibility paper for a future CEJA working group, farm
visits and seminar (to include YFC members) to be hosted jointly by NFYFC and NFU Next Generation in
March 2018. The group agreed to support RB’s proposal and a paper would be made available for Council
to discuss and decide. RB was keen for young farmers to have a further opportunity to determine their
future and show collaboration between the two organisations.
Draft proposal for the two-day event incorporating a working group meeting:
Day 1
Welcome/registration:
Lunch
Working group meeting
-Position on international trade
-Brexit

10. 00 am - 12.00 pm
12.00 pm - 12.30 pm
12.30 pm
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A new TRIG rep
to be appointed
at next meeting

CEJA seminar
preparation – all

Day 2
Farm visits
Seminar: 'Meeting of young farmer minds to forge a productive farming future'
RB had already discussed the proposal with the NFU which he reported had the NFU Director General’s
backing and an offer to use the NFU conference facilities. It was also proposed that the Woodside
Conference Centre would host the CEJA representatives for two nights and YFC members would be invited
to join the farm visits and seminar. Following Council’s decision, SP would liaise with Defra regarding use
of grant funding for a ‘collaborative’ young farmer seminar for this event.
RB referred to offers of sponsorship support from Massey Ferguson and other professional and industry
organisations, farm visits (host for young farmer seminar and lunch), coach service for transporting CEJA
representatives from Birmingham airport/station/Coventry station to Woodside and for farm visits.
RB presented a draft budget that showed a financial short-fall of £1600. SP-KUHN offered the KUHN HQ in
Telford as a venue to visit if needed.
CLA - dates had been confirmed for 2018 CLA meetings and BR will attend the next meeting at the London
CLA office on 17 January.
NFU - JH reported on the recent NFU Council meeting and topics discussed included: labour shortages
across sectors (and other industries); RPA including NFU’s recent success re the Minchinhampton case;
successful synchronization of Back British Farming day with PMQs; lobbying of opposition MPs; future joint
Brexit road shows with AHDB; farm safety. RB highlighted the recent launch of the NFU future policy
position paper which also included the NFU Next Generation position and event attended by Secretary of
State Michael Gove. SP reminded RB for a summary of the NFU Next Generation position for inclusion in
the AGRI position paper as previously agreed. NFU London will be moving to larger offices in Westminster.
9. AGRI Forum
The group agreed to change the name of the event to ‘AGRI Brunch’ and for the guest speakers to be
seated amongst the audience. Food would continue to be provided, local if possible but working within
the venue’s procurement policy. Industry exhibitors to continue and a working title of ‘Maximising Your
Opportunities’. Sir James Dyson had been approached as a potential speaker but was unavailable but sent
his best wishes. Suggestions for speakers included: Chris Cardell, NFU and tenant farmer, a past member
from Gloucestershire, John Campbell, John Scott, Patrick Hook and Liz Earle.
10. Study Tour
SP explained the many travel options and details regarding a visit to Strasbourg Parliament sponsored by
an MEP (Daniel Dalton) as well as a tour of the KUHN factories in Saverne. The recommendation was for a
short visit to accommodate cost and time to the Saverne factories with YFC members devising their own
travel arrangements and KUHN to host the tour. Time was an issue due to the busy YFC calendar and
proposed hosting of the CEJA seminar.
11. AOB
CM gave a presentation to the group of her recent YFC travel trip to Canada.
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BR to attend
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12. Date of next meeting and close
HW closed the meeting at 5.39 and the date of the next meeting is Saturday, 17 February 2018.

Signed ......................................................
Harriet Wilson (Chair of AGRI)

Dated:.........................................................
October 2017
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